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Chapter III: The Canons of Empirical Method.

An examination of insight tque4ace not only reveals
the heuristic structures involved in empirical inquiry but also
explains the rules or canons that eoveen the ass fruitful unfolding
of the anticipations of intellieence.

Six cenons will be presented, namely, 1) selection,
2) operatiens, 3) relevance, 4) parsimony, 5) complete explanation,
and 6) statistical residues. Tha,re is a canon of selection, for
the 1 empirical inquirer is coefieed to insiehts into the data
of sensible eaperience. Thee is a canon of operations, for he
aims at an accumulation of such insiehts, and. the Ass accumulatien
is reached, not in the mathematical circuit through insiehts,
formulations, and symbolic imaees, but in the fuller circuit
that adds observations, experimenL;s, and practecal anelicntions.
There is a canon of relevance, for pure science aims imnediately
at reaching the immanent intelliaibility of data and leaves to
applied science the cateeories of final, material, iostrumental,
and efficient causality. There is a canon of parsimony, for the
empirical investieator mag add to the data of exeerience only the
Laws verified in the data; in other words he is not free to form
hypotheses in the style of Descertest vortices; but must content
himself with the laws and system of laws, exemplified by ilewton's
theory of universal gravitation, and characterized generally
by their verifiability. There is a canon of complete explanation:
matimxtiy ultimately science must account for all data; hence one
may not say that colors and sounds, heat and electrical phenomena,
have to be explained, for taey are merely apearent, secondary
qualities, while experienced extensions and durations do net
need any explanation, any physical or natural geometry, for they
are the r_al and ob:ective primary qualities. Finally, there is
a canon of statistical l'esidues; thouah all data must be explained,
one must not jump to the conclusion that all will be explained by
Laws of the classical type; there exist isxs statistical residues
and their explanation is throuah statistical laws.

Before undertaking a fuller account of these
canons, it may not be amiss to recall our viewpoint and purpose.
The reader must not exeect us to retail the history of the
development of empirical method, nor look for descriptive accounts
of what scientists do, nor anticipate an areument based on the
authority of great names in science, nor hope for a summary of
directives, precepts, end reciees to guide tkmxps him in the
practice of scientific investieetion. Our aim still is an
insight into the natLu:e of insieht. Our peesumption is that
empirical invostigauors are intelligent. Our supposition will be
that ehe reader is already sufficiently familiar with scientific
history and procedures, auehoritative pronouncements and practical
directives. Our sinele purpose is to reveal the inGelligible
unity that underlies and accounts for the diverse and apearently
disconnected rules of empirical method. Our concern is not
what is done or how it is done, but why. And our interest
in seeking the reason why, is not to extend methodology but to
unify it, not to unify it that "this methodology may be improved,
but to unify it in the hope of exhibiting still more clearly
and convincingly the fact and the nature of insiett.
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First, there is a canon of selection.
If a correlation or hypothesis or law or probability

expectation or theory or system pertains to empirical  science,
then 1) it involves sensible consequences, 2) such consequences
can be produced or, at least, observed.

Inversely, empirical method Tprescinds from all
questions and answers that do not involve distinctive, sensible
consequences; and it discards all that involve such consequences
logically yet fail± to be confirmed by the results of observation
or experiment.

The necessity of some canon of selection is
obvious. Possible correlations, hypotheses, laws, probability
expectations, theories, and systems form an indefinitely large
group. They can be set up at will by the simple process of
definition and postulation. But tnere isino reason why the
empirical inquirer should investigate all the trees in this
endless forest of possible thoughts, and so he needs some
canon of selection.

The neatness of the canon of selection is no
less clear. Not merely does it exclude at a stroke all the

/ correlations and theories that cannot be relevant to empirical
/ inquiry because they possess no sensible comsequences,/
I it operates progressively and cumulatively, by discarding all

the correlations and theories "r41441412Asiea-,41sfta--tata)eti-^anal-ftrund-
ilmwftpig that possess sensible consequences by loa,ical implication
but have been tried and found wanting. Finally, the canon
of selection has its positive aspect; besides ruling the
irrelevant out of consideration, it directs the scientist's
efforts to the issues that he can settle by the decisive
evidence of observation and experiment.

However, the neatness and simplicity of the
canon of selection can prove a trap for the unwary. If the
canon demands sensible consequences, still it is satisfied
when those consequences are so slight that only an expert

	

equipped with elaborate apparatus can detect them. If the
sensible conwuences must be involved-bi-the correa.1—ii7oli or
law or expectation, still grasping that implication may suppose
a profound mastery of a field, a capacity to follow recondite
and inoricate mathematical operations, and the audacity necessary
to form nem, primitive concerts and to follow long chains of
abstract reasoning. Hence, besides the hod-men of science
that gather the facts, there are also the architects of theories
and systems. LE no theory and no system: pertains to empirical
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science, unless it involves distinctive, sensible consequences,
still an appropriate division of labor may well result in some
empirical inquirers devoting most of their time and energy to
the development of concepts and postulates, theorems and corollaries.
Finally, as the canon of selection is not to be misinterpreted
as a mere charter for obtuseness, still less is it to be taken
as an excuse for logical fallacy. Questions that do not satisfy
the canon of selection do not arise within the confines of empirical
science, but it does not follow immediately that they do not
arise at all. Issues that cannot be settled by observation or
exrariment cannot be settled by empirical method, but it does not
follow immediately that they cannot be settled at all.

--111 er14,i1T..;	 Sz.,44-1-cbatik. ,
1.1	 Two further points call for consideration.A As we have formulated it, the canon of selection
demands sensible conse-uences. But iu may be urged that empirical
method, at least in its essential features, should be applicable
to the data of consciousness no less than to the data of sense.
Now, on this matter a great deal mi(!ht be said, but the present
is not the time for it. We have followed the common view that
empirical science is concerned with sensibly verifiable laws and
expectations. If it is true that essentially the same method
could be applied to the data of consciousness, then respect for
ordinary usage would require that a method, which only in its
essentials is the same, be named a generalized empirical method.
1.2 ""4""-lAtA more urgent issue is raised by the question,
What are sensible data?

A datum of sense may be defined as the content
of an act of seeing, hoaxing, touching, tasting, smelling. But
the difficulty with that definition is that such contents do
not occur in a cognitional vacuum. They emerge within a context
that is determined by interests and preoccupations. Nor is
this true merely of ordinary percertion, of the milkmaid who
laughed at Thales for fallang into the well. It is more con-
spiculously true of the scientific Tholes, so inturested in the
stars, that he did not advert to the well. Accordingly, it
would be a mistake to suppose that scientific observation is
some mere passivity to sense impressions. It occurs within ics
own dynamic conuext and the problem is to distinguish that
cognitional orientation from the orienuauion of concrete living.

To be alive, then, is to be a more or less auto-
nomous center of m activity. It is to deal with a succession of
changing situations; it is to do so promptly, efficaciously,
economically; it is to attend continuously to the present, to
learn perpetually from the past, to anticipate constantly the
future. Thus, the flow of sensations, as compleued by memories
and prolonged by ima7,inative acts of anticipation, becomes the
flow of nerceptions. It is of the latter, perceptual flow that
we arelconscious. It is only when the perceptual flow goes
wrong that the mere sensataon bursts into consciousness as,
for example, in the experience of trying to go down another
step when already one has reached the floor.

Now what differentiates the perceptual flow in
one man from that of another, is found in the pattern of interests
and objectives, desires and fears, that emphasize elements and
aspects of sensible presentations, enrich them with the individualz's
associations and memories, and project them i to future courses
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Of possible, fruiuful activity. In some such fashion, it would
seem, must be explained the differences in the perceptions of
men and women, of people in different occupations, different
climates, different stages in human history.

Hence, to become a scientific observer is, not
to put an end to perception, but to bring the raw materials
Of one's sensations within a new context. The interests and
hopes, desirns and fears, of ordinary living have to slip into
a background. In their place the detached and disinterested
e7igences of inquiring intellirlence have to ent.r and assume
control. Memorties will continue to enrich sensauions, but they
will be memories of scientific significance. A Imagination
will continue to prolong the present by anticipating the future,
but this anticipations with a practical moment will give way to
anticipations -unat bear on a vidati scientific issue. Just as
the woodsman, the craftsman, the artist, the exrert in any field
acquires a spontaneous prceptiveness lacking in other men, so
too does the scientific observer.

Still, there is a difference and to it the scientist
alludes when he insists that scientific observation is a matter
of seeing just what is there to be seen, hearing exactly whatever
sounds are sounded, and so forth. This claim cannot, I think, .
be taken literally, for the imrartial and acaoraGe observer, no
less than anyone else, is under the dominance of a guiding orienuation.
None the less, the claim does possess its element of truth, for
the guiding orientation of the scientist is the orientation of
inquiring intelligence, the orientation that of its nature is
a pure, detached, disinterested; desire simply to know. 40b.dm,

For there is an intellectual desire, an Eros of the mind. Without
it there would arise no questioning, no inquiry, no wonder.
Without it there would be no real meaning for such phrases as
scientific disinterestedness, scientific detachment, scientific
impartiality. Inasmuch as this intellectual drive is dominant,
inasmuch as the reinforcing or inhibiting tendencies of other
drives are successfully excluded, in that measure the scientific
observer becomes an incarnation of inruiring intelligence and
his percepts move into coincidence with what are named the data
of sense. Accordingly, it is not by sinking into some inert
passivity but by positive effort and ricwous training that
a man becomes a master of the difficult art of scientific
observation.

Tow", citarati...
2, MO	 Secondly, there is a isam canon of operations.

Just as inquiry into the data of sense yields
insights that are formulated in classical and statistical laws,
so inversely the laws provide premises and rules for the guidance
of human activity upon sensible objects. Such activity, in its
turn, brings about sensible change to bring to light fresh
data raise now questions, stimulate further insights, and so
ReuteisAtetAttii-ittienitatareamo.

t.
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generate the revision or confirmation of existing laws and in
due course the discovery of new laws.

In the first instance, then, the canon of
operations is a principle of cumulative expansion. Laws guide
activities, which bring forth new laws, which guide further
activities, and so forth indefinitely.

Secondly, the canon of operations is a principle
of construction. Man knows best what man makes for himself,
and so we began our study of insight by examining that elementary
artefact, the cart-wheel. But the development of science is
followed by a technological expansion, by a vast increase of
the things that man can make for himself and so can understand
adequately because he has made them. Moreover, the more refined
and resourceful technology becomes, the greater the frequency
of the artificial synthesis of natural products. Thus, Nature
itself becomes understood in the same fashion as man's own
artefacts.

Thirdly, the canon of operations is a principle
of analysis. Clearly man can analyse the objects that he himself
can construct. But it is no less true that he can also analyse
objects which, as yet, he cannot manage uo construct. For
analysis is a mental construction and, where operational control
fails, theoretical knoaledge can step in to account for the
failure of control, to idenuify the uncontrolled factors, to
deuermine and measure their activity and influence, to discount
their perturbing effect, and so to extrapolnte to the law that
would hold did they not interfere.

Fourthly, the canon of operations is a principle
of cumulative verification. For laws guide operations successfully
in the measure that they are correct. Inversely, in so far as
laws and their implications in a vast variety of situations are
repeatedly found successful guides of operations, their initial
verification is cumulatively confirmed.

Fifthly, the canon of operations provides a
test of the impartiality and accuracy of observations. I do not
mean that it makes intellectual detachment and disinterestedness
superfluous for, as is clear, the power of the totalitarian state
can pack both corrupt the judge and pack the jury. But, when
a general conspiracy is absent, when ordinary good will can be
presupposed, then the canon of operations, sooner or later , will
exhibit on a grand scale in conspicuous failures tbsaila4e4es
alvdt4V4poi.sibbla even slight mistakes and oversights in observation.

Sixthly, the canon of operauions is a principle
of systematization. Insights yield simple laws, but simple
laws are applicable only in pure cases. The law of a free fall
holds In a vacuum. But operauions do not occur in a vacuum.
Hence one is driven to determine the law of air resistance and
the laws of friction. Similarly, Boyle's law has to be complemented
with Charles' and Gay-Lussac's, and all three need to be corrected
by Van tier Waalfs formula. Thus, the canon of °aerations is a
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perpetual recall from the abstract realm of laws to the complexity
of the concrete and so to necessity of ever more laws. Nor is
this all. A mere congeries of laws will not suffice. For if
one is to operate upon the concrete, one must be able to employ
at once several laws. To employ several laws at once, one must
know the relations of each law to all the others. But to know
many lots, not as a mere congeries of distinct soars empirical
generalizations, but in the net-work of inter-relations of each
to all the others, is to reach a system.

Seventhly, the canon of orerations is a source
of higher viewpoints. Already attention has beend.rawmAlerei-
to the difference between the circuit of the mathematician and
the circuit of the Empirical scientist. The mathematician
mounts to higher vieYpo.mts inasmuch as the symbolic rerresentation
of his splya previous terms and relations supply the image in
which insight grasps the rules of a more com,rehensive systematiza-
tion. But the empirical scientist advances to hinher viewpoJ.nts,
not solely by the construction of symbolic imnges, but more
fundamentally by the expansiveness, the constructiveness, the
analyses, the constant checking, and the systematizing tendencies
of the canon of operations. In virvue of that canon fresh data
are ever being brought to light to force upon scientific consciousness
the inadequacies of existing hypotheses and theoriesleraorAevAwasto
to provide the evidence for their revision and, in the limit,
when minor corrections no longer are capable of meeting the issue,
to demand the radical transformation of concepts and postulates
that is named, a higher viewpoint.

314 C.a,g,tyi 1 kaitAmt.i ck.
Thirdly, there is a canon of relevance.
The canon of selection and the canon of operations

might be regarded as obverse and revNerse of the same coin. Both
are concerned, with the elementary fact that the empirical inquirer
is out to umderstand, not what he may imagine, but what he actually
sees. The canon of relevance, on the other hand, aims at stating
the type of understanding proper to empirical science.

Now it would be a mistake to say that the empirical
scientist has no use whatever for final, material, instrumental,
or efficient causes. Inasmuch as he praises the value and utility
of sclence, he speaks of final causes. Inasmuch as he places
that value and utility in the technological transformation of
raw materials, he knows and ackmowled-es material and instrumental
causes. Inasmuch as he accepts and acts upon the canon of
operatikns, he is an efficient cause engaged in testing his
knowledge by its conseruences.

However, I it also is clear that such types of
causality lie not in the core but on the periphery of empirical
science. They are the concern, not of pure, but only of applied
science. They have to do with the use to which science may be
put rather than with the inner zoasta constituents of science itself.

The canon of relevance la regards such inner
constituents. It states that empirical inquiry prim-rily aims
at reaching the intelligibility immanent in the immediate data
of sense. Once that intelligibility is reached, one can go on
to ask about the value or utility of such knowledge, about the
tools that can be fashioned under its guidance, about the trans-
formations of materials man can effect with such tools. But
the first step, on which all oters rest, is to grasp the
intelligibility lanmollxto immanent in the immediate data of sense.
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What precisely does the canon mean?
First, it presupposes that the same data can

provide a starting-point for different types of insight.
Secondly, it observes that questions about

final, material, instrumental, and efficient causality automatically
head one away from the data in hand. If I ask about the end of
the cart-theel, I turn to carts and carting and soon find myself
involved in the economics of transportation. If I ask about the
wood or iron of the cart-wheel, the issue is shortly transposed
to forestry and mining. If I ask about the aheelwright's tools,
I am led on to discuss technology. If I inquire into the wheel-
wright himpftlf, I am confronted with the sociology of the division
of labor ana7che psychology of the motivauion of craftsmen.

Thirdly, it also observes that there is a further
type of insight that arises immediately from the data. Such is
the grasp that precedes and grounds the definition of the circle.
Such was Galileo's insight formulated in the law of falling bodies.
Such was Kepler's insight formulated in the laws of planetary
motion. Such was Newton's insitaht formulated in the general
theory of universal gravitation. Such has been the point instAce
now well established technique of measuring and correlating
measurements. Such is the goal of the classical heuristic
structure that seeks to determine some unknown function by
working out the differential equations, of which the unknown
function will be a solution, and by imposing by postulation such
principles as invariance and equivalence.

Fourthly, it notes that this intelligibility,
Immanent in the immediate data of sense, resides in the relations
of things, not to our senses, but to one another. Thus, mechanics
studies the relations of masses, not to our senses, but to one
another. Physics studies the relations of tapes of energy, not
to our senses, but to one another. Chemistry defines its elements,
not by their relaions to our senses, but by their places in the
pattern of relationships named the periodic table. Biology
has become an explanatory science by viewing all living forms
as related to one another in that complex and comprehensive
fashion that is summarily denoted by the single word, evolution.

Fifthly, it notes that this intelligibility is
hypothetical. It does not impose itself upon us, as does the
multiplication table or the binomial theorem. It announces itself
as a possibility, as what could be the relevant correlation or
function or law. Now the necessary must be, but the possible,
though it can be, in fact may or may not be. Hence, empirical
science rests upon two distinct grounds. As insight grasping
possibility, it is science. As verification selecting the
possibilities that in fact are realized, it is empirical.

There is, then, an intelligibility immanent in
the immediate data of sense; it resides in the relations of
things, not to our senses, but to one another; it consists, not
in an absolute necessity, but in a realized possibility.

Ought there not be introduced a technical term
to denote this type of intelligibility? The trouble is that
the appropriate technical term has long existed but also has long
been misunderstood. For the intelligibility that is neither
final nor material nor instrumental nor efficient causality is,
of course, formal causality. But when one speaks of formal
causality, some people are bound to assume that one means something
connected with formal logic; othars are bound to assume that
one means maix merely the heuristic notion of the "nature of...,"
the "such as to...," the "sort of thing that...." If both of

)
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these misinterpretations are excluded, what we have called
the Intelligibility immanent in sensible data and residing
in the relations of things to one another, might be named
more briefly formal Oceptio*.w causality ororratherfperhaps,
a species of formal causality.

474 east•N, 1104/".7
15449*	 Fourthly, there is a canon of parsimony.

It is at once obvious and difficult. It is
obvious inasmuch as it forbids the empirical scientist to
affirm what, as an empirical scientist, he does not know.
It is difficult inasmuch as knowing exactly what one knows
and what one does not know has been reputed, since the days
of Socrates, a rare achievement. None he less, some account
of this fundamental canon must be attemplied at once, even though
its full meaning and implications can come to light only later.

On the previous analysis, then, empirical method
involves four distinct elements, namely, 1) the observation of
data, 2) insight into data, 3) the formulauion of the insight
or sot of lasights, and 4) the verification of the formulations.

Now, the empirical invesuisator cannot be said
to know what is not verified and he cannot be said to be able
to know the unverifiable. Because, then, verification is
essential to his method, the canon of narsimony in its most
elementary form excludes from scien..,ific affirmation this
all statements that are unverified and, still more so, all
that are unverifiable.

:	 I •	 -
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Secondly, verification is of formulations, and
formulations state 1) the relations of things to our senses and
2) the relations of things to one another. It follows that
formulations contain two types of terms which maybe,
named res-ectively experiential conjugates and nurcil"Minates.

Experiential conjugates are correlatives whose
meaning is expressed, at least In the last analysis, by appealing
to the content of some 4 human exnerience.

Thus, "colors" will be emeriential conjugates
when defined by appealing to visual experience; "sounds" when
defined by appealing to auditory experiences; "heat" when defined
by appealing to tactile exaerience; "force" when defined by
appealing to an experience of effort, resistance, or pressure.

It is clear enough that experiential conjugates
satisfy the canon of parsimony. The fundamental set of such
terms is verified, not only by scientists, but also by the
secular experience of humanity. Scientists add further terms
in virtue of their specific preoccupation but as long as these
terms satisfy the definition of the experiential conjugate, they
will be in princi4e e fiable.

Pure, on,mates, on he other hand, are correlatives
defined implicitly by empirically established correlations,
functions, laws, theories, systems.

Thus, masses might be defined as the correlatives
implicit in Newton's law of inverse squares. Then, there would
be a pattern of relationships consitiuuted by the verified equation;
the pattern of relationships would fixthe meaning of the pair
of coefficients, mt, m2; and the meaning so determined would be
the meaning of the name, mass. In like manner heat night be
defined implicitly by the first law of thermodynamics and the
electric and ma:netic field intensities, E and H, might be
regarded as vector euantities defined by = MaxwWills equations
for he electro-magnetic field. (See on this point Lindsay and
Margenau, p. 310).

Now such pure conjugaes satisfy the canon of
parsimony. For the equations are or can be esuablished empirically.
And by definition pure conjugates mean no more than necessarily
is implicit in the meaning of such verified equations.
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There is, however, a difference between the mode
of verifying pure conjugates and the mode of verifying experiential
conjugates. For the experiential conjue,ate is either a content
of exIerience, such as seeing red or touching extension, or else
a correlative to such a content, for instance, red as seen or
extension as touched, of finally a derivative of such correlatives,
as would be the red that could be seen or the extension that could
be touched. On the other hand, the pure conjumte has its veri-
fication, not in contents of experience nor in their actual or
potential correlatives, but only in combinations of such conoents
and correlatives. I see, for instance, a series of extensions
and alonr;side each I see a yard-stick; from the series of combinations.]
I obtain a series of measurements; from anoth„r series of combinations )”
I obtain another series of measurements; from the correlation of
the two series, together with the leap of insight, I am led to
posit as probably reali-ed some continuous function; pure conjugates
are the minimal eonreatirom correlatives implicit in such functions;
and their verification finds its ground, not in experiences as
such, but only in the combination of combinations, &c., &c., of
experiences.

As the reader will have noted, the definitions
of pure and experiential conjugates drop all mention of things
whether related to one another or to our senses. The reason for
this omission is that the notion of the "thing" is hio;hly ambiguous
and, as yet, we are unprepared to aprly the canon of parsimony to
It (see CA(.T11). However, though the notion of thing has been
omitted, the point of the distinction between the r elations of
thirgs to one another and to our senses remains. For in every
experience one may distinguish between content and act, between
the seen and the seeing, the heard and the hearing, the tasted and
the tasting, and so forth. Let us represent, then, any series
of experiences by the series of pairs, AA', BB', CC',..., where
the unprimed letters denote contents and primed letters denote
the corresponding acts. Now correlations may be reached by
combining the unprimed components, A, B, C,..., or by combining
the primed components, A', B', C',..., or by combining both
primed and larmzemi unprimed components. In the first case one
will deal with the relations of conGents to one another and one
will preecind from the corresponding acts; and in this fashion,
without any mention of things, ore deals a'ith what hitherto has
been named the relations of things to one another. In thesecond
case, one will prescind from contents and correlate acts, to
obtain a psychological or cognitional theory. In the third case
one will be employing experiential conjugates and further information
will be needed to settle whether one is working towards the goal
of natural science or of cognitional theory.

Further, as this analysis reveals, there are only
three basic alternatives. Either one's terms are experiential
conjugates or else they are pure conjugltes based on combining

alone/	 contents/or finally they are a special case of pure conjugates
based on combining acts alone. Still, theoretical analysis is
one thing, and concrete practice is another. Thus, one would
be inclined to say that physicists move easily and unconsciously
2romxthe back and forth between the use of experiential and pure
conjugates. When they are called upon to define their terms,
commonly they will suppose that definition comes at the beginning
and so offer definitions of experiential conjugates. On the
other hand, nwthodologists and theorists of empirical science
will be puzzled by the multiplicity of definitions available

61/	 in a mature science and, tend to disagree with one another.

A
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Thus, E Oassirer in his well-known Substance and Function
emphasizes the relational and serial aspect of scientific terms.
V. Lenzen in his Nature of Physical Theory emphasizes the
genetic process that begins from experiential contents of force,
heat, extension, durauion, &c., to move through a process of
redefinition towards terms implicitly defined by empirically
established principles and laws. Finally, Lindsay and Margenau
in their Foundations of Physics, while they are more concerned
with ideas than concepts, may be said to exhibit a preference
for terms implicitly defined by equations.

For our purposes it would seem to be sufficient
to reveal the materials which scientists and theorists of science
employ in differ manners and to show that these materials, despite
incidental variations, satisfy the canon of parsimony.

4. 2
atitiitia 4/....a -

However, besides cIossical laws, there also are
statistical laws; and since the latter as well as the former are
verifiable, it would seem that, besides pure and experiential
conjugates, one must also recognize events. When the demoastrator
in a lecture room propounds a law of nature and proceeds to
illustrate it by an experiment, he does not inform his class
that the law will be refuted if the exneriment does not york.
On the contrary, he points out that the law retains its validity
even if it happens that the experiment goillmi is Ill a failure.
And members of the class may add interest to the proceedings
by determining the statistical law of the demonstrator's successes.
The law of nature, then, is one thing. The event of its illustration
is another. And such events are subject to laws of a di22ia
different type which is named statistical.

What, then, is an event? The simplest answer is
to say that it is a primiuive notion too simple and obvious to
be explained. Still, all primitive notions, however simple and
obvious, are related to other equally primitive notions, and the
set may be fixed by offering the data in which insight may grasp
the relations.
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Let us begin, then, by formulating our answer.
Events stand to conjugates as questions for reflection stand
to quesLions for intelligence.

What is meant by a conjugate has been explained.
Moreover, knowledge of conjugates results from

a process of inquiry, of asking questions; and the relevant
questions all have the peculiarity that none of them can be
answered appropriately by simply saying eithr Yes or No.
Thus, when one asks what is the "nature of...," the "sort of
thing that...," the "such as to...," the correlation to be
specified, the indeterminate function to be determined, it is
always meaningless to answer either Yes or No. One is called
upon to state the nature, specify the correlation, determine
the function, and that can be done only by achieving the iusights
that ground the formulai,ion, first, of experiential and, later,
of pure conjugates.

But for every answer to a quesuion for intelligence,
there is a corresponding question for reflection; and all questions
for reflection have the peculiarity that theyc„anxff be answered
avropriately simply by saying either Yes or No. If I ask what
a body is, I can also ask whether there are bodies. If I ask
how bodies fall, I can also ask whether bodies fall. If I ask
how bodies would fall in a vacuum, I can alsoa sk whether any
bodies ever fall in a vacuum. Generally, the enunciation of
every law can be followed by the question for reflection that
asks whether the law is verified, and the definition of every
term can be followed by the question for reflection whether the
defined exists or occurs. Inversely, whenever one asserts
verification or existence or occurrence, one may be asked what
is verified, what exists, what occurs.

Thus, questions for intelligence and questions
for reflection are universally concomitant and complementary.

There is a parallel concomivance and complementarity
between conjugates and xx events. Without events, conjugates
can be neither discoveredt.nar verified. Without conjugates,
events can be neither disinguished nor/related. Such, I submit,
is the elementary scheme in which insiFht can grasp what is ammA
meant by the otherwise puzzling name, event.

Now formulations that concern events satisfy the
canon of parsimony-. For probability expectations or statistical
laws are formulations that answer the question for inuelligence,
Hew often? They concern events, for the frequency they assign
is a frequency of events. Finally, the frequency assigned by
a statistical law is verifiable: for the assigned frequency is
an ideal frequency; it is distinct from the actual frequencies
that can diverge from it in non-systematic fashion; and it can
be verified by appealing to those actual frequencies.

At this point our account of the canon of 41)axl
parsimony must be brought tl;o a close. As the reader will have
observed, attention has been confined to the positive a spects
of the canon, to the experiential conjugates, the pure conjugates,
and the events that are the terms of verifiable formulations.
Whether things and their existence satisfy the canon, is a further
issue on which we have not touched. On the mtkaah other hand,
the negative or exclusive aspects of the canon, though they
constitute its chief significance and utility, are too numerous
to be mentioned and can best be dealt with incidentally when
occasion arises.
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OWIS	 Fifthly, there is a canon of complete explanation.
The goal of empirical method is commonly stated

to be the complete explanation of all phenomena or data.
In a sense thixxxeml perseverance in the pursuit

of ands goal is assured by the canon of selection esaectially
when it is implemented by the canon of operations. Any particular
investigator may overlook or ignore certain data. But his over-
sight or disregard will normally be corrected by other investigators
substantiating their hyaotheses and refuting those of their
predecessors by appealing to hitherto rogoi neglected facts.

None the less, a separate enunciation of this
canon is relevant particularly at the present time when a mistaken
twist given to scientific method at the Renaissance •ks finally id
being overcome.

Whore we distinguished between experiential and
pure conjugates, Galileo distinguished between secondary and
primary qualities. Secondary qualities were the merely subjective
appearances that arise in an animal's senses as a result of the
action of othur primary Aftft04m, qualities; such appearances were
Illustrated by color as seen, sounds as heard, heat as felt,
tickling as experienced, and the like. Primary quali6ies, on
the other hand, 'aere the mathematical dtaensions of the real
and objective, of matter in motion. Renee, while we would
place scientific progress in the movement from experiential to
pure conjugates, Galileo placed it in the reduction of the merely
apparent secondary qualities to their real and objective source
in primary qualities.

The crucial difference between the t'ao positions
regards space and time. For Galileo they were primary qualities,
for there would be vtension and duration if there were matter
and motion and wheilir or not any mam animals with their sensitive
experiences existed: For us, on the other hand, mmo there is
to be drawn the same distinction between extension and duration

the two	 as experiential and as pure conjuaates as there is to be drawn
formulations between/Colors or sound or heat or electrid phenomena.

ofil

	

	 As exaeriential conjusgates, extensions and durations
are defined as correlative to certain familiar elements within
our experience.

As pure conjuaates, extension and duration are
defined implicitly by the postulate that the principles and laws
of physics are invariant ander Intaxti inertial or, generally,
under continuous transformations.

Thus, on oar analysis, the space-time of Relativity
stands to the extensions and durations of experience in exactly
the same relations as wave-lengths of light stand to experiences

as/ of color,/longitudinal waves in air stand to experiences of sound,
as the type of energy defined by the first law of thermodynamics
stands to experiences of kat heat, &c., &c.

Moreover, in our analysis, this conclusion rests
upon the canon of complete explanation. All data are to be
explained. The explanation of data consists in a process from
experiential conjugates towards pure conjugates. Therefore,
from extensions and durations as experienced there must be a
process to extensions and durauions as implicitly defined by
empirically established lam
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Further, as extension and duration, so also local
movement has a preliminary definition in terms of experiential
conjugates and an explanatory definition in terms of pure Conjugates.
It was an obvious and excusable procedure for Galileo and Kepler
and Newton to conceive local movement in the two steps of deter-
mining a path or trajectory and then correlating points on the
path with instants of tins. After all, when a man crosses the
street, we see at once the whole distance that he traverses
but we apprehend the duration of his movement as concomitant
with the duration of our watching. None the less, this account
of local movement can be no more than preliminary for, theagbt
throughout, it is In terms of movement as related to us, as in
terms of experiential conjugates. What movement is, when movements
are deflued In berms of their rela ions to one another, is another
xxstio question. The answer to it will depend upon the answer
that determines extensions and durations as pure conjugates;
and so it is that Relativity mechanics conceives a velocity,
not as a function of three dimensions with time as a parameter,
but as a function of four dimensions, of which uhree are spatial
and the fourth temporal.

If we add the canon of parsimony to the canon
of complete explanation, more fundamental objections to the
Galilean theory of scientific explanation come to light.

Both ex-eriential and pure conjugates are verifiable,
and in so far as either ix are verified, they possess an equal
claim upon reaa.mable affirmation. It follows that Galileo's
repudiation of secondary qualities as mere appearance is a rejection
of the verifiable as MOTO appearance.
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Inversely, Galileo did not base his affirmation
of the reality and objectivity of primary qualities upon a claim
that these qualities, as he defined them, were verifiable or
verified. Accordingly, his assertion of that reality and
objectivity was extra-sciontific, for it made no appeal to
verif.oatian and so did not satisfy the canon of parsimony.
On the other hand, anyone that today mill might try to bring
the Galilean position in line with the canon of parsimony,
would first of all have to settle an account with Einstein
who has made various proposals rer;arding the space-time of
physics and has some grounds for considering his line of thought
verifiable and, to some extent, verified.

14,4 epr	 s'2
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Such in o tline is the cano of statistical
residues. It hews a midd course between terminism and
iridetrm in terminism. It dmits classical 1 ws and grants
them eactith4e , but it conf es this exactitu to an abstract
order. It adm ts statistical vs and crants t1i an objective
basis, but it f ds this basis, 't in an oh5ecti indeterminacy,
but in an ob'ective defect of systiatic relationshi p.

6.2' A first task io to clarify the notion of abstraction.
On a simple and common view, the abstract is an impoverished
replica of the concrete. "Red" means what is common to all
instances of "red." "Man" means rill' t is corraon to all instances
of "man." That is all there is to it.

Now with this view of abstraction, one can admit
classical laws and one can admit statistical laws but one will
be at a loss to determine some coherent manner in which both
classical and statistical laws can be acknoaledaed. This may be
shown as follows.

Let A, B, C,... denote sensible data, and let
a, a', a",... b, bl, b",... c, c'l el... denote the totality
of their impoverished replicas. Then, there is no aspect of
sensible data without its imroverishod replica; inversely, the
totality of sensible data can be constructed out of the totality
of impoverished replicas.

Hence, if one aamits some classical laws, one
admits that some impoTA, _shed replicas are rel,ted systematically.
Moreover, if one admits the classical lays as obective, there
must be systematic relations not only between the impoverished
replicas but also between the concrete aspects of sensibledata
to which they corres,ond. It follows that the classical laws
can be objective only if they hold in the concrete. Finally,

(to? it will wily be only by denyina the canon of complete exalanation

V -0
	 of all data, that one can admit syatematic relations between

' 141	 some impoverished replicas and deny systematic relations between
others.	 0only laws will be classical laws, andAstatistical
laws cannot be more than a cloak for ignorance.

Inversely, if one admits some statistical laws,
then one denies systemstic relations between some impo.Aished

A

	

	 replicas. If the statistical laws are objective, there cannot
be syatematic relations between the corresponding aspects of

. sensible data. At least in those cases, classical laws are
excluded. Moreover, to show that classical laws are not measly
the macroscopic illusion resulting from a multitude of microscopic,
random occurrences, a correct theory of the abstract is needed;
and in the present hypothesis, that correct theory is lacking.

'Clhat is, then, the correct theory?
So far from being a mere impoverishment of the

data of sense, abstraction in all its essential moments is
enriching. Its first moment is an enriching anticipation of
an intelliaibility to be added to sensible presentations: there
is something to be known by insiaht. Is second moment is the
erection of heuristic structures and the attainment of insight
to reveal in the data whst is variously named as the significant,
the relevant, the important, the essential, the idea, the form.
Its third moment is the formulation of the intellifaibility that
insiaht has revealed. Only in this third moment does there
appear the negative aspect of abstraction, namely, the omission
of the insiaaificant, the irrelevant, the neglit;ible, the
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incidental, theAempirical residue. Moreover, this omission is
neither absoluee nor definitive. For the empirical residue
possesses the universal property of being that intelligence
abstracts from. Such a universal property provides the basis
for a second set of heuristic procedures thnt take their stand
on the simple premise that the non-systematic cannot be systematized.

Now our whole effort hos been to draw attention
to the fact of tacieht, to the enriching momnts on which
abstraction follows. Accordingly, it is in this sense that
we affirm classical laws to be abstract, a d. i is in t i
sense that a canon of statisticsl residues
-between determinism t4g4 indeterminism. So far from being an
impoverishment of sensible data, abs-rnction is an enrichment
that goes beyond them. Because abstraction goes beyond the
sensible field, itm the front-iors of the abstract are not
coterminous with the frontiers of the exserienced. Hence,
full and exact knowledge of the systems to be reached by
abstraction by no means denies the existence of an empirical
residue that is non-systematic. Arain, just as in abstraction
we prescind from that empirical residue, so id.nen we come to
the concrete applications of abstract principles and laws,
we are forced to take into account the non-systematic conditions
under ehich the systematic has its concrete realization.

	 €6444 

6,3	 In the second place, it may be well to recall
that classical laws are abstract 1) in their heuristic anti-
cination, 2) in the experimental techniques of their discovery,
3) in their formulation, and 4) in their verification.

They are abstract in their heuristic anticipation.
For that anticipation rests on the detached and disinterested
drive of inquiry, and it consists in DiElBiX0 a pure desire to
undersGand. Hence the canon of relevance dem-nds that one seek
the manent intellieibility of the data; ami the canon of
parsimony demands that o .e add to the data no more than the
formulation of whnt is grasped by understanding and verified;
and the canon of complete explanation demands that this parsi-
monious addition of intelligibility he effected for all data.
Moreover, this anticipated enrichmont is seen to be universal:
the nature to be known will be the same for all data that are
not sirnificantly different, and the correlation to be specified
is reached only if it holds for all -srallel instances.

Secondly, classical lnws are abstract in the
ex erimental techniques of their discovery. For the experimenuer
makes no pretence to 6eal with concrete situaeions in their
native complexity; on the contrary, he aims overtly at reducing
that complexity to a minimum and so he ioes all he can to bring
the concrete into some omnelammtimm approximation to an ideal,
typical, definable conjunction of materials and ne-ents.
Accordingly, as he beeins with an effort to secure materials
from which all impurities have been removed, so he ends with an
argument that rests on their theoretical definitions. As he
begins by requiring instruments constructed in accord with
accurate specifications, so he ends by interpreting their
nerformance on the basis of their ideal, often schematic, structure.
le measures, but he does so many times, and his accepted result
is just the probable mean of actual results. He reaches a
conclusion with which others agree, but the agreement makes
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allowance for the intrusion of extraneous factors and it acknow-
ledges no more than a limited number of sirPnificant decimal places.
At every turn it seems apparent that the concern of experiment
is to determine, not theipbsexuaim observable qualities of theoi
materials with whishOw denls, bat a theo,etical correlation
between definable and abstract en'sities.

Thirdly, classics1 laws axe abstract in their
formulation. As laws, t hey are correlations linkinc- cor,elatives,
and the correlatives are never the unisue data of some narticular
time and place. Indeed, they are not even eenexals7ed data, but
generalized combinatioas of combina-tions of combi ations of data.
Nor may one suppose that the data, token in these aerial combina-
tional uni uely determine what the law must be. For the dis-
continuous SG= sot of observations, rerresented, say, by z
points on a Pranh, can be satisfied by any number of laws, of
which the scientist h chooses the one that, ell thinss considered,
he reputes to be the simplest. Enrichins'abstraction is still
at work.

Fourthly, classicel laws are abstract in their
verification. For vsrification is rePchmd, nst by appealing to
this or that isolated instance, but by securing as lnrse end
variouskranse of instances RS both direct and indirect procedures
mnke possible. It follows that what is verified is, not this or
that particular proposition, but the seneral, abstract formulation
that alone admits the larse and various ranse of asnlications.
Again, to repeat the arsusent from another viewpoint, what is
verified is what can be rofnted or revised. Yihat can be refuted
or revised, is the sene, al, abstract formulntionz. And so what
is verified is the general, abstract formulation. 
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A	 In the third place, an objection must be met.
Taken sL sly, classical laws are abstract. But what is true
of sinrae laws, need not be true of the totality of laws.
The sinsle laws are abstract because they do not cover the
totality of aspects of the data. But the totality of laws
would cover that totality of assects, and so vhe totality would
be not abstract butAgooi.uAe4*.

Nov this objection may be -sorely a reversion to
the assumption that sbstraction"Pan imaprished replica of sensible
data. In that case, it has been mt sit riread. For the totality
of aspects of data explained by the totality of classical laws
will not include the as ects that we have narsed an empirical
residue (see Chapter I, §5). Even when all classical laws are
known, individuality and continuity, particular place and particular
time, willba be not explained but abstracted from.

M"'"
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However, the objection may be advanced by those
that grant abstraction to be not impoverishing but enriching.
Thyy will point out that the canon of operations forces empirical
in'uiry to go beyond the me:e aggreration of isol-ted laws to
the development of systems. It is not enough to know the law
of falling bodies, the law of air resiatance, the law of friction.
One also has to know how to apply these laws simultaneously if
one is to solve//practical problems. Hence, the dzacovrxxm
discovery of laws has to be accompanied by the 4611~145/60
discovery of correlations between laws and, mg no less, of
correlatlans between the correlations. There exists, then,
a movement towards the systematic unification of allxlaws
classical laws and, as this unification is prompted by corcrete
problems, one may expect that, when all laws are known exactly
and completely, there win also will be known a systematic
unification commensurate with 'world processx in its concrete,
historical unfolding.

This consideration is, I think, imoressive.
Bat, strarroaly enough, . orld process in its conc-ete, historical
unfolding rather conspicuously makes a larre and generous use
of the statistical techniques of large nurahers and lona intervals
of time; it exhibits n-t a rigid but a fluid stability; it
brings forth novelty and am development; it va,se ra.kes false
starts and siffors break-downs. It would seA71then, that
an understanding of the concrete unfolding of world process

will not be based exclusively on classical laws, however exactly
and completely known, but in a fundaolental Tanner will appeal
to statistical laws.

Accordi,o.ly, facts force us to a closer scrutiny
of the argumeit from the systematic unification of laws, and the
scrutiny brinas to lioht an underlying ambloality. It is one
thing to attain a systematic unific-tion; it is another to reach
an imaainative synthesis. Thus, Riemannian geometry is a
systematic unification, for it ,rova, es a single sot of ,rinciples
and techniques for dealing wathvdimensional manifolds of various
curvatures. But Riemannian aecmetry is n t an ima-inative
synthesis for we cannot imagine more than three dimensions and
we normally imagine only flat s ace. Agpin, Ptolezzy and
Copernicus possessed imaain tive syntheses of celeibial movements;
but the laws of those movements were discovered by Galileo and
Ke ler, and the s stematic unification of the laws was the
achievement of Newtonian mechanics. To offer another example,
nineteenth century nhysicists made a notsble series of efforts
to construct an imarfinable model of the aether (see E. T. Whittaker,
A History of the Theories of Aether and Electricity, Dublin
University Press, Lonamans, London, 1911). But the fruit of
their labors WPS a srstepitic set of equations verifiable in
pointer readings. Today one may prefer Einstein, who clangs
to determinist views, or one may join the majority, who regard
Quanttun Mechanics as satisfactory. But neither alternative
offers an im9ainative synthesis. For Einsoein offers a set
of unsolved differential equations for a four-dimensional,
curved manifold, and quantum Mechanics, as it orioinated by
giving up the attempt to carry through N. Bohrfs model of the
atom, so now it refuses to portray the ob'ective process that
loads up to observables.
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There is, than, a difference between systematic

unification and imasinative synthesis. Systematic unification
is effected in the lorical or conceptual order. It is attained
when the totality of .tes, laws is reduced to minimum sets of
defined terms and postulates, so that any law can be related
to any other, and any ar,,treaate of lats can be intelliaibly
combined and simultaneously emnloyed. On the other hand, an
imattinative synthesis is secured then imatos, informed by
insiaht, are altered in accord with known laws. In this fashion
one may impgine the sun, the planets, and their satellites
in spprapints appropriate collocations and understand their
imagined movements in accord with mechrmical laws. Clearly,
such imaainative synthesis roes beyond the abstract content of
the laws and supposes that certain bodies exist in certain
relative positions with velocities less than the velocity of
escape. One has passed from the tasks of pare science; one
has introduced the suppositions and the facts that pertain to
applied science. Now the ultim'ace attainment of a systematic
unification of classical laws will not seLtle anwatters of
fact and so that ultimate attainment cannot include an imaginative
syntLesis.

As systematic unification does not include
imaginative synthesis, so it does not even aua antee its possibility.
It is true enouah that imaaes are necessary for the emer7ence of
insights, but the imaaes may be not represenuative but symbolic,
not pictures of the visible maxims universe but mathematical
notations on pieces of paper. Even ifAsupposed that, just as
the image of the cart-wheel approxiettes to the definition
of the circle, so some representative imaae approximated to
every classical law, none the less it would not follow that
the agf7eaate of approxiainte images mi-ht somehow coalesce
into a composite picture that approximated to the systematic
unification of all laws.

he
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The ob:ection, then, breaks down on two points.
In itself, it is inconclusive. Knowledre of all classical
laws would be an Anders,anding of the concrete only if it
included a vast imaainative synthesis. It Is true that
empirical inquiry heads for a system-tic unIficntion of its
laws. But tore is no evidence that such a systematic unification
ensures the possibility of any imaainative synthesis. Moreover,
if the totality of classical laws provided an underst,anding
of the concrete, statistical laws would be superfluous. But
the conspicuous use of statisticalt echniaues in world process
shows that statistical laws are notwsueerflueus in an understanding
of our universe.
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6.5	 In the foirth place, an attempt must be made
to indicate more Precisely both the indeterminacy of 64440 abstract
classical laws and the consequent statistical residues. Hence
it will be ar-ued 1) that classical laws hold in concrete instances
only inasmuch as conditions are fulfilled, 2) that the condicions
to be fulfilled form diver-ing series, and. 3) ti_at the patterns
of such divering series are a non-systematic arrogate.

e-e.a4uu .c.-1) 41.4 C,4 
6.51	 First, it is possible to amply classical lays to
concrete situations and thereby reach conditioned predictions.

For example, if two moor-cars are headed for the
same spot, if their dist-nces from the spot and their speeds are
equal, then they will collide, provided they do not alter their
directions or speeds, and provided thpt no obstacles force them
to do so.

Similarly, in the general case, an event, Z, can
be concluded from prior circumstances, /7, provided some PI Q, R,...
continue to occur and provided some U, V, W,... de not intervene.

Secondly, the necessity of positing conditions is
universal. For the link between the antecedent circumstances
and the consequent event is rests on abstract classical law.
Just as the discovery of such laws rests on an experimental
exclusion of extraneous factors, just as their'verification stands
despite contrary instances in which extraneous factors are not
excluded, so when one returns from the abstract to concrete
applications, the possible existence of extraneirie factors has
to be taken into account.

Thirdly, Alen the deduced or -)redicbed event is
fully determinate, then the conditions must be fulfilled right
up to the occurrence of the event.

To return to the example of the two motor-cars,
it is one thing to infer or nredict a collision, and it is quite
another to infer or predict that a first contact will be between
a very small acea, PI on one car and a sinilar very small area, Q,
on the other. If the cars are travelling at sixty miles an hour
and at the present instant they are just one inch apart, one
might say that a collision is inevitable. No matter that happens
in the remaining fraction of a second, there will be some impact.
But under the same assumptions one cannot offer to drop all
provisos and yet predict a first contact between specified amens
small areas. For in the last fraction of a second there could

0

	

	 occur some alteration of the speed or direction or swaying of
either car; and that Zillt2on 'would upset the prediction.

6.5274	 ht1\14;-'Net, in the general case, conditions form a
diverging series.

For in the general case, any event, Z, is deducible
from antecedent circumstances, Y, provided some P, Q, R,...

0	 continue to occur and provided some Ur, V, Up... do not intervene.
It follows t;:at the occurrence of the P, Q,

and the non-occurrence of the U, V,	 are stmilarly deducible.
It follows further that the occurrence of, say, P

is conditioned by the occurrences, A, B, C,... and tlo non.
occurrences, G, H, I, 0.0 Similarly, there will be series of
Positive and ne7ative conditions for Q, RI... and for II, V,
Similarly, each term in these series will :nave its series of
positive and negative conditions, and so forth.   

0
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Such, then, is the diverging series of conditions.
Any event, Z, will occur on the fulfilment of a set of conditions.
Each condition in the set will be fulfilled on the fulfilment of
its additional s,nt of conditions. Since there are no unconditioned
events, thure are no unconditioned fulfilments of conditions.
Since there are no timailt unconditioned fulfilments of conditions,
the diverging series has as mnny removes as one cares to explore.
Final'	 si ce each event ordinarily has several conditions, the
series. 01/11t..• • diverges.

Certain further properties of the diverging series
of conditions may be noted immediately.

Just as the series diverfres when one goes back
from an event, Z, to its antecedents, so it converges when one
advances from the antecedents to the event. Accordingly, if one
were to suppose that the concrete pattern of the diverging series
had been worked out to some nth remove and if one ascertained the
fulfilment of all the conditions at that remove, then one's
enormous labor would yield no more than the deduction of the
event, Z, and the intervening occurnences and non-occurrences.
So far from promising the deduction of all world situations from
a single situation, this structrne offers no more t:-Inn the deduction
of a converging series of events from a-warldxszttatimax as large
a set of initial observations as one pleases.

Moreover, the conditions of any event, Z, at any
nth remove are scattered in space and in time. They are scattered
In space, inasmuch as the occurrences and non-occurrences conditioning
the event, Z, whether directly or d indirectly, proximately or
remotely, may be found in any direction and at any distance from
the event, Z. They are scattered in time, inasmuch as the influence
from the condition to the conditioned is propagated with a finite
velocity and, in different cases, traverses either different dis-
tances with equal speeds or unequal distances with equal speeds.
Evidently, this scattering of the conditions makes it imperative
to know beforehand the aggregate of concrete patterns of diverging
series of conditions for events of all kinds; otherwise, one would
not know which observations to assemble into the conditions at
some nth remove for some specific event.

U f tt_ te o
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obnerv-tio.n to maim nmd it wonld bo only bl luck that one hit

nron thooe tlatvomit relevant.

6.53 The Nonayntomtic Anargrato of Divorrinc,Serion.

It wan nown In Ch7rAer II that coincidental

ar,Lwo. atop cr,.n be invntinted ulth ncionti:ic conerality only by

ntatIntical method°. fliit ntatintical method° reveal ntatoo and

probabilitlec. ?hey toll no notY.nr about ccn.croto pattnrno of

divercinc norio of condition° for particliar determinate (wont°.

It follow° that IV ouch concrete pat tomb arn to be inventicatod

vilth noinntific nonorality t1.7rm they munt not be c0inc12ental

accreracto.

Ilevevor, In t:le con(Tal nano, concrete fatter=

of diverclnc cy-Tion of condition° aro coincidental arnrocatoo.

For any event, nay Z, occur° if ponitive condition°, P, r„, R

occur and necativo conclitiona, TT, V0 	 do flO occur.

in true of Z in trnn of all Ito condition°. nor, in the ccnoral

cam, can anyninc beyond the fUlfliment of thnno conditia:m to

ronnlred. On the other hand, to Wand that the alverCmc, nrwlos

of coltio:In in not a colneVenal ac:recato in to add to the

condltiono necennary for the oecur2=co of Z; and to introduce

ouch an addition In to dopart from the cenral cam and pet up

a particular cane.

Further, oven whorl particular canon ex int, they

cannot be explained complotoly alone', clanntcal lino°. For there

mint° a particr care if thre mint° an oraorly coquence of

°eta of oventn ouch that	 other thIncn be 	equal,

the evonto, Pi, rennit from the events, Pi 11, for all ponitive

intocral value° of L from 1 to a , where either a in as
meat a ponitivo intocer an on cares to anolcn or oleo nero in
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fi:	 nnt of (month, Pno ttnt In oirailar in al/ reorecta to

an initial r.3,-)t„ Pr•	 tho	 noriee of conelition0

In tyr owlit to hon'A 77 any nnch ochrynn of porpottial contimity or

of porrvtnna rnettironco. Cti1:1 rtrtch a oche, holin a only under

to provino Mint othnr nince nro oclial and tlio introcrtictir:m of

dry:or:In:1yr) rioc:v1nflonn cannot ollninato tir provino clnco the

rio.chrtn.rno ncr,nno2von TI.1 elof:ond on olanniona lawn. rLoroovoro

an no4nen oan.-ot cr,rant,,e thelltr calm rinrvivale no they canTiOt

Opfl noirOUfl oricin. For If there In a first !!,7:111';',0.'700 of

Ert of evontn, Pi p ttinn th ''VO in no prior inotnneo in the

ß('flcc) or circle to acooll.rit for ths firot inntance; ancl if there

• in no first inntanco, thrn "Liao oricia	 to mrixenco or circles

no	 fron	 o72eleode in noroly Oeniod.

Th4rfi'f

riti2.1i nay bo lArrod	 perimpn, trorld proceno

an. a. trhole in nystorntio and no, porhnps, the total concrete pattern

alArorcl norion of conditions in in fact orderly. at, in the

flrat rlaco, io n norely a byix)thenin. In t e nocond

it Ls rAn ontromeay	 hylotheoln, for trorld proconn an a uholo

seons rnri,r1.7.cx1 by the charactorlstAcmaly otatintical clevicon of

larro numbere and aonc intermlo of tino. Finally, ttailo thin

clAibtftil hypot'acnin in;::2on that ntatintical nothod in ultinately

nista7.7.on, the7.,o In no 0.1.fficIfty in frtriinc, oppon.'Ith hypothenon of

erltrl vain° tr7.1ich, if true, uon:Id irrly that ultimately clam:deal.

InetZaod in raintaT:on.

•In the prescnt subnection ( 6.5) 'tie not ollt to

in(12.cate an enact neaninc, for both tho indeterminacy of clannical

/am and the connorment canon of stattn'Acal renicluez. It han been
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arned thnt c2annica1 lam am lnleterninnte becano-7 they are

ab-tract oncl no can bocono Ooterninato rremicen for thn doduction

of deoplinnto ovontn ot.171 lf note of poe1t27e and necaLlve condIF.

tiErn are fulfilled. :oreovero tron thin lilerninacy of the

abntract thlro toilette a canon of ntatiotical rec2.'7non bocauco

In the comma moo oTIch net° of conelitloo are colnciclontal

accrecatee rtnd celnolelental at-Frei:atop can bo invonticated uith

oclentific cenerality only by otat!lotical method°.

In concluniono tun pointo may be notod. '2ho root

fallacy in Ootormlnlet oppooltion to pubrittnt401)the objoctivity

of ntatlotical 1:notIledro le an ove7r01Fht of 1:1olFht. The dc0.1r-

minlot IrcIA3 by ovorlooldne the fact that a concrete Il1e7,onoo

from Caoolen2 lam mulT000n mm Inolcht that andiates botmon the

abotract :Nu° anx . no concrete cltuation; ancl once that overnicht
tt

occur° too lo procludod ttiVn 111.cotriTy of the Oi'.:forence botwoon

nyetai.tic proconnen and colncielertal acrrecaton.

.Cocondly our analynio .;;:rnelman from all quontions

recardl c th2 inticCaectual carmaty. of larlaceln &non and other

non-hulan 1)01	 Carly	 locum Inv°	 boarinc on the
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Finally .tY.o rectriction it—ecndllicontalned in our definition

of an order2y oormoncor, for rtoe'nenco lc omlerly if it can be

mantercA by tin InniOut that cra to 07.rreopod In conoral torn

and
	

only Taman Inrichtn can be no exrvenned.

0	 reixiriTC,LCI:v.rPeter of Statlatical Ttjor,._ 

The atntiotleal trurlotic atvItctt.r.-e, worked out in

Chapter II ( 4.4), nay nou bo c1&.iormine4 acre fully in tho lit

of the can canon° of enp,7.r2ca1 method.

6,61 .7.7manto. 
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6.61 ---	 First, statistical theories will deal with
events. For it is the event, the occurrence, the actual
happening thnt cannot be settled by classical laws without

,	 •	 .1

11

canon or m
the oth

complem
ter II,§

at

iriaml	 stati ical

the introduction of a concrete, non-systematic manifold of
further determinations.

9to-ter-4-es-44-e4,
6.62 ------ Secondly, eG2tisnical th,.ories will not analyse
processes. For tho processes tnat lead up to events fall under
the patterns of diverning series of conditions. Such patterns
form a non-systematic ao7regate, and the non-systematic as such
is not open to investigation.

d/..T64,40-4AU0.4.2J

6.63	 Thirdly, statis.cal theories will deal only
with observable events. For the canon of parsimony restricts
scientific utterance 60 the verifiable. And only the frequencies
of observable events are verifiable. Hence, if one were to
supose that some ty e of event occurred nine times on every
ten occasions yet only one of the nine occarrances and only

frequency wonld be, not 9/10, but 1/7. For the scienta_st is
rest	 ed to the verifiable, and so hee
not of evnnts in general, but of observable events.

t 4t 

restricted, 	 defines his fre,luencies,

seven 	 the ten occasions were observable, then the correct

6.64 Accordinsly tram there will be a formal ovosition
between a stanstical theory and, a on the other hand, a classical
theory satisfying the principle of equivalence.

For the princi:le of equivalence abstracts from
the relations of thins to us to determine the relations of things
to one another.

But statistical theory necessarily deals with
only obs-rvable events and so must include the relatio: s of
things to our senses.

It is to be noted that this formal opposition
excludes the possibility of a contradiction between such theories.
For contradictory statements must repard not only the same things
but also the same aspects of things. But 6he formal opposition
e7c1udes tile possibility of statistical theory and fully invariant
classical theory referring to the same aspects of the same things.

It is to be recalled that we based the invariance
of Special Relativity, not on the fully nencral principle of
eqnivalence, but on the same grounds as Newton's First Law of
Motion, namely, distinct causes or grounds or reasons cannot
be assi7ned for each of a non-counr,able infinity of differences
(see Chipter II0145). Hence, the formal opposition between
tne _rinciple of equivalence and stauistical theory does not
preclude the use of Special Relativity in Quantum Mechanics
(see Lindsay and Marsenau, pp. 0( ti)

0
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6.65	 Sceontifically significant statistical theory
will define events by introducine the pure conjue!ates of
class.ical laws.

• For events must be defined if they are to be
assiened any frequency but unity. In other eords, only the
defined type of event is not occurring always and everywhere.

The definition of events must be sou7ht b in
conjugates. For the event corresponds to the Yes in answer
to a question for reflection, and the -uestion for reflection
has its content from an answer to a -uostion for intelli7ence.
By the canon of parsimony, ve ifiable anseers to questions for
intellience are in terms of exeeoriential or of eure conjugates.

But statistical investeeatioes in terms of
• experiential conjugates contain no promise of scientific

significance. For expe)2ience is wiehin the reach of everyone,
• but a simificant contribution uo science rests upon knowledge

Such knowledge of previous achievement./ Hence, Quantum Mechanics defines
in one way of its observables by appealine to classical physics, which
another invol- developed the notions of Cartesian coordieate, linear and
ves pure con- angulrr momentum, energy, and so forth.
jugates, and ci
so pure con- 6.666'74 

4 
The canon of parsimony exalcludes any problem

jur2;ates will	 conceening the picture of objects too small to be sensed.
be used in	 For the imae as image can be verified only by the occurrence
defining the of the corresponding sensation. Thus, the visual image of
events of	 a small ball can be verified only by seeing a small ball, and
scientifically the visual image of a wave can be verified only by seeing a
significant	 wave. *Iihno alien uhe sensauions neither occur nor can occur,
stati. tical	 all that can be verified are certain Er.:uations and the terms
laws. /	 implicitly defined by such equations.

It is to be noted thet teis conclusion rests
on a divergence from Galilean assumetions. For on those
assumptions, secondary qualities such as color, sound, heat,
and the like, are merely airarent; they ere to be attributed
not to objects but to our subjectivity. On the [ether hand,
the mathenatical dimensions of matter in motion are constiuutive
of the real and objective, so that to deny them is uo eliminseue
the object. Hence, on the Galilean view, electrons cannot be
red or green or blue, hard or soft, hot or cold, but they must
have dimensions either of little balls or of waves or of some
other compatible set of primary qualities.

C2	 .
6.67 	0 An axiomatic structure for statistical laws
will involve an uncertainty principle.

For the concrete is includes a non-systematic
comeonent, and so the concrete cannot be deduced in its full
determinacy from any set of systematic ereriktesee„„„04..

But an axiomaMp s,,;ructulifftUlia.s,t of sysuematic
premises. Its implicationg7Fach to the concrete for they
Asiiavl statistical laws that deal eith tret.4.25;Aiwerig;t4s•tomt
events, and eventss are aleays fully concrete.

Therefore the axiomatic structure for statiseical
laws must have some means of cutting short its iaplications
before the full determinatOse of the concrete soe reached.

falls	 And any such means 400, t he ancral case of an uncertainty
under/	 principle.

46
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On this analysis, then, indeterminacy arises, not
me cases measurements cannot be performed, nor because
haziness inherent in all data, but because some of

relations of determinate data are non-systematic.
of course, that fully accuraee measulements

ble. 	or do we affirm that there is no haziness
ons of sense. Rather our position is that, even
re always possibleltoxx even if data were as
as geometrical imaaes are some 	 misGakenly
the less t-are would remain an indeterminacy
the deduction of conclusions supposes
• some relations are not systematic; and so
conclusions is, not an2versal, but restricted.
not appear in the axiomatic structure of
such laws and all their implications are

triction, other thinrs being equal. But
r general form refer to frequencies of
-tat their purpose is to formulate how

eual. It follows that their axiomntic
it fully determinate conclusions do not

incomple	 s	 in
Oh jective relations.

6.7
	

conclusion, let us point out that our account
of probability an of statistical theories finds a middle path
between the older eterminism and the more recent indeterminism.
For we agree neieh r with the determinist view thaa statistical
laws are a mere clo k for JJTiorance nor v:ith the indeterminist
view that classical laws reoresent macroscopic approximations
to microsco-ic bet r .ndm occurrences. Behind the deterinist
position is the Gali eon assumption -teat cllssical lav:s refer,
if not to visible, th n at least to imarAnable primary qualities
of matter in motion; 	 otar words, imaginative synthesis is
always possible and, e en; in the lest.analysis, there is not
a non-systematic ap-gre ate of divere7inr: series of conditions.
Again, behin( the inc%aet m indeuerminist view there seems a mistaken
diagnosis of the error I determinism; instead of affirming a lack
of ',Marmot comnle:o sys e in relations between data, or between
impees, it has tfl*en the opposite course of denying complete
detcrminacy in t e data t be systematized.

Our middle coarse transposes the issue from deter-
minacy and indeterminacy t the systematic and the non-systematic.
Because the non-systematic is verifiable, it is objective in
the scientific sense. Bec use it is ob:ective, statistical laws
are not a mere cloak for 37 orance. They represent a grasp of
what intellisibility there s to be grasped in appropriate domains
of data. On the other hand, indeterminacy is merely an indeterminacy
of conclusions. It arises b cause deductions sup -ose systematic
relations and such rel,tions re not the only relations. It implies
no indeterminacy in things or events or data and by that implication
it has the favor of the canon I parsimony. For it seems impossible
to distinau.sh between the obse vac,ion of an indeterminate thing,
or event, or datum and, on the ther hand, a failure to observe
determinately.

because in s
there is som
the determine
We do not affi
are always poss
In the erosentat
if measurements
clear and distinc
thoueht to be, non
of conclusions. Fo
systematic relotion
the field of pessibl
Such a restiaLction do
classical laws, for a
already under the t re
statistical laws in t'ae
events. One miellt say
often other things will
structures must be such ti
exceed the premises provided by tene of system
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